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O Test I
Match the following places with their descriptions. Write the correct letter in the blank.
The first one is done for you.

A B C D E F

Hospital UniversiE Library Temple 7no Mr(
(l) A place where planes land and take off

(2) A place of religious worship

(3) A place where animals, birds and reptiles are kept for exhibition

(4) Sick people are given medical treatment here.

(5) An institution of higher education

(6) Books, magazines and newspapers are kept here.

Test 2
Fill in the blanks in the following dialogue. Use the words given in the box. The first one

is done for you.

i#Aq around, for, with, behind, from

r

Where were you exactly when the accident happened?

I was (1) ... jnp.iC.g...... the school bus.

Did you clearly see what happened?

Yes, a motorbike was coming (2) our bus. The driver
stopped the bus because of heavy traffic.

After that...?

The motorbike tried to overtake us and collided (3) ... ....... a van

coming (4) ... the opposite direction.

When did this happen?

I think it was (5) . .. ... ...;.. ... ... 7.00 a.m.

Thank you (6) ". the information.

Yrrr-i'rs welcome.
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O Test 7

Read the following text and answer the questions.

The pupils stopped talking as Miss Yapa entered the classroom. Then they stood up and greeted,
"Good morning, teacher." Miss Yapa smiled and greeted them back and asked the children to sit
down. There were thirty pupils in the ciass. All the pupils were watching her intently, waiting to
know her name.

"I suppose you want to know my name." she said. But before she could tell them, someone called
out, "You are Miss Yapa." Everybody laughed including Miss yapa.

"News travels quickly." she said.

Miss Yapa opened the attendance register and called their names in turn. When she came to the last
name on the list, Naveen, she noticed that he had been absent for over a month.
"What's the matter with Naveen?" asked the teacher. "Naveen has been ill and is still in hospital."
said a girl in the front row.

"Did you all go to see him?" asked the teacher. No one replied.
It was the time to start the lesson.

"Please tell us a story." The pupils shouted.

"No, first of all I want you to write letters to your friend Naveen. We will send the best ones to
cheer him up in hospital. I'll tell you a story,later."

(1) What were the pupils doing before Miss Yapa entered the classroom?
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(2) How many pupils were there in the

(3) Complete the sentence.

The pupils r.vanted the teacher to

class?

(4) Write the line which says that Naveen would receive letters frorn his classmates.

O Underline the correct answer.

(5) The word 'intently' in line 3 means

(a) by chance. (b) attentively.

Test 8
Write a paragraph on one of the following

(a) My best friend (b) The book

(c) silenfly.

topics. Use about 50 to 60 words.

that I like most
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Test 9
Select a word from the box which has a similar meaning to the word/phrase given within
brackets and write it in the space provided. The first one is done for you. There are three
extra words.

heie4[, attractions, common, destinations,
located, prevails, stay, tourists, identical

Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa are two (1) ....,.91!9jgL1 @elong to disrant past)

cities in Sri Lanka. They have a lot in (2) ...... (similar in many ways).

Both these cities are (3) ... (situated) in the North Central hovince.

Usually, dry weather (4) ... ... (exists) there in most of the months of

the year. These two cities are famous tourist (5) ...... (places of interest).

Many local and foreign (6) -..... (persons visiting places) visit these

cities throughout the year. They have a fast growing economy with the development of

infrastructure facilities.
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Write on one of the following. Use about 100 words.

a) Your English teacher asked you to read some English story books after the exztm. Write a
letter to the manager of the l:ke House Bookshop, Colombo asking for information about

the books for children.
Ask for the following information:

(a) The titles of the books available (b) The prices and discounts, if any
(c) Mode of payment (d) Mode of delivery

OR

) The following bar graph shows the results of a survey conducted among 100 grade 11 students

in a school about the choice of the subjects for Advanced Level streams. Study the chart and

write a description about their choices. The following words will help you.

more, most, less, least, equal, highest, lowest, higher, lower

Start rike rhis: ..r.hil..her..gLqPh..:hgwl..the..gh.gi.eg..gf..Ih.e...qHbjgs.t: of Grade 7l

students in o school.
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Biology Maths lT Art Accounting Music

(See page nine
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O Test 15

Read the following text and answer the questions given below it.

@ Penguins are one of the world's most interesting birds. They waddle when they watk. They
have flippers instead of wings. The bones in a penguin's flippers are heavier and more solid
than those in the wings of a flying bird. This helps the penguin 'fly' through the water.
The penguin's black back and white front has an important function too-camouflage in the
water. Penguins blend in with the sea from above and with the sky from below. This makes
it harder for predatory birds, leopard seals, sea lions, orcas and sharks to see them. Many
people think all penguins live in the cold and ice of Antarctica. However, only 6 of the 17
species or types of penguins live in Antarctica. The othen live in parts of New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa and South America and on the Falkland and Galapagos Islands.

@ Let's talk about the Emperor penguin of Antarctica. The Emperor penguin is the world's
largest penguin. Its oily outer feathers help keep it dry. Its dense inner down feathers and
thick fat layer help keep it warm. Emperor penguins also often huddle in groups to conserve
heat' A mother Emperor penguin lays only one egg at a time. After the mother Emperor
penguin lays the egg, she travels to open sea to feed on fish, squid and krill lstrimp-tite
ocean crustaceans). The father stays behind with the egg. He keeps it warm and protected
by balancing it on his feet and covering it with feathered skin called a brood pouch. The
mother returns two months later, to feed the newly hatched chick, then stays with it while
the father goes out to sea to feed.

@ The loss of sea ice harms Emperor penguin chicks and adults. Emperor penguins rear their
chicks on landlocked sea ice. When sea ice breaks up before their chicks have matured and
grown their waterproof feathers, chicks that are swept into the ocean are likely to die. For
adults, the loss of sea ice can lead to lower food availability, which can result in increased
mortality.

(See page ten
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